ELEMENTARY

READY TO STEP UP YOUR GAME
AND GREEN UP YOUR COURSE?

Formulated to address one of your biggest headaches, plant chlorosis, GenNext Elementary is
our solution-grade, sulfur-containing fertilizer designed to illuminate the color of your greens,
fairways, and tees.
We don’t like to apply Band-Aids to turf. Just adding elements isn’t enough – you need soil that
promotes nutrient uptake and availability. That’s why we created a formula using biotechnology
that corrects soil deficiencies quickly and over time.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prolonged plant-greening response
Corrects Iron and Manganese deficiencies
Improves overall color and quality in plants
Solution-grade ingredients for ease of use
Creates drought, waterlogging, and frost tolerance
Reduces the amount of clippings due to growth surge

Manufactured by: GenNext Biotech, LLC | 1600 South Canal Street, Chicago, IL 60616 | 312.473.3022 | info@gennextbiotech.com
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INFORMATION AND APPLICATION DATA
OVERVIEW
GenNext Elementary is the answer to all of your late-night headaches. Used to supplement

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

your current fertility program, GenNext Elementary is designed to help correct iron and

For best results, use GenNext Elementary with GenNext A&B, C&D, or Accelerate

manganese deficiencies to improve overall color and quality in plants.

AM, and/or as a supplement to your current fertility program. Spray on greens,
fairways, and tees to correct nutrient deficiencies.

EASE OF USE
Save time and labor when using GenNext Elementary. Our blend comes premixed in
25-pound bags to save you precious minutes each morning. Eliminate the time-consuming

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS

tank-mixing process by incorporating our ready-to-go soluble.
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Soluble Potash (K2O)................................................................................................7.00%

THE SCIENCE
Now, bear with us as we dig a little deeper…
GenNext Elementary is comprised of multiple nutrients, including potassium sulfate, ferrous
sulfate, and manganese sulfate. The increased amounts of iron and manganese help you
keep your turf green throughout the growing season, while also eliminating the inevitable
growth surge. When used in a complete nutritional program, GenNext Elementary allows your
turf to maintain vigor by reversing and preventing plant chlorosis.

Sulfur (S)..............................................................................................................13.50%
13.5% Combined Sulfur
Iron (Fe)................................................................................................................12.00%
12.0% Water Soluble Iron
Manganese (Mn).....................................................................................................6.00%
6.00% Water Soluble Manganese
Derived from: Potassium Sulfate, Ferrous Sulfate, and Manganese Sulfate

OK, enough with all the science talk. Head over to our website and check out the real-life results
at some well-known facilities and imagine what our technology could do for your course.

APPLICATION GUIDELINES
• Use GenNext Elementary at 12.5–25.0 lbs. per acre in a minimum dilution of 45 gal. of water per acre.
• Mixing Tip – Blend contents to be sprayed through tank strainer basket to ensure proper dilution of materials.
• Application Tip – For best results, use either Flat Fan or Hollow Cone spray tips and remove inline screens to prevent clogging.
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